1.. Discovery of LMPOs and initial structural and functional studies   {#sec1}
======================================================================

1.1.. Setting the scene: enzymes breaking glycosidic linkages   {#sec1.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Enzymes that are able to break glycosidic linkages (which we refer to here generically as glycosidases) have been of great interest to scientists for about a century. Alexander Fleming discovered the antibacterial properties of mucus lysozyme (Fleming, 1922[@bb33]) in his quest for antibiotics. Lysozyme acts as an antibacterial by cleaving the glycosidic linkage in bacterial peptidoglycans and has since become one of the most important models in protein chemistry. The hen egg-white variant was the first enzyme for which a high-resolution structure was determined, by David C. Phillips in the 1960s (Blake *et al.*, 1965[@bb9]), paving the way for the understanding of enzyme mechanisms at the atomic level. Influenza neuraminidase is another example of a glycosidase which is essential for the release of virus particles from infected cells, and has been a major structure-based drug-design target (von Itzstein & Thomson, 2009[@bb65]). Lysozyme and neuraminidase have in common a hydrolytic mechanism for breaking the glycosidic linkage, which they share with most known glycosidases and for which examples are shown in Figs. 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(*a*) and 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}(*b*). An alternative mechanism for breaking the glycosidic linkage introduces a carbon--carbon double bond in the product and is used by, for example, the plant pathogen virulence factors known as pectate lyases (Yoder *et al.*, 1993[@bb118]; Fig. 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *c*).

Glycoactive enzymes have also attracted great interest for the exploitation of biomass. Biomass from land plants (Bornscheuer *et al.*, 2014[@bb13]), algae (Wei *et al.*, 2013[@bb111]), insects and crustacean shells (Hayes *et al.*, 2008[@bb52]) is rich in polysaccharides. Instead of accumulating in landfills or being burnt, waste biomass could be exploited for the production of bio­ethanol or value-added products such as biodegradable plastics, sweeteners, pharmaceuticals *etc.* (Bayer *et al.*, 2007[@bb4]; Bornscheuer *et al.*, 2014[@bb13]; Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2013[@bb103]). However, depolymerization of the polysaccharides into fermentable sugars or simpler building blocks is necessary for most applications, but is hindered by crystallinity and the complex matrix in which the polysaccharides are embedded (Carpita & Gibeaut, 1993[@bb17]; Zeng *et al.*, 2014[@bb120]). Consequently, considerable efforts have been made in the study of microbial cellulose, hemicelluloses and chitin-degrading enzymes. A classification system for cellulases/xylanases (Henrissat *et al.*, 1989[@bb59]) was in fact one of the predecessors of the the CAZy (Carbohydrate Active enZYmes) database (Henrissat, 1991[@bb58]; Lombard *et al.*, 2014[@bb83]), which is arguably the most useful bioinformatics resource in glycobiology. The CAZy database is sequence- and structure-based, and thus can easily incorporate genomic data, yet tries to make the connection to function wherever possible. CAZy currently classifies glycoside hydrolases into GH families 1--135, and many more carbohydrate-active enzymes into other families.

1.2.. The early history of LPMO discovery   {#sec1.2}
-------------------------------------------

The first two families of LPMOs to be discovered were a fungal and mainly cellulolytic family and a mainly bacterial and chitinolyic family. The somewhat independent early histories of these two families, which eventually converged in 2010, are summarized here, but are outlined in more detail in at least two previous reviews (Lo Leggio *et al.*, 2012[@bb82]; Vaaje-Kolstad, Horn *et al.*, 2005[@bb104]). CBP21 (chitin-binding protein 21) was the first LPMO to be characterized in detail as part of the chitinolytic system of the bacterium *Serratia marcescens* (Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2013[@bb103]). Identified in 1986 (Fuchs *et al.*, 1986[@bb43]), it was first thought to have the main function of chitin binding (Suzuki *et al.*, 1998[@bb99]), and as such was classified into a family of carbohydrate-binding modules (CBMs; Boraston *et al.*, 2004[@bb11]) in the CAZy database (CBM33). The structure was determined in 2005 (Vaaje-Kolstad, Houston *et al.*, 2005[@bb105]; see below) and on first inspection seemed consistent with the proposed chitin-binding role. In the same year, it was established that CBP21 acted synergistically with chitin-active glycoside hydrolases to boost chitin degradation (Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2013[@bb103]). The oxidoreductase activity was first discovered in 2010 (Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2010[@bb106]), finally assigning the proper enzymatic role to CBP21 and other proteins belonging to CBM33.

In parallel to the discovery of these bacterial chitinolytic LPMOs, a fungal family of cellulolytic enzymes, initially classified as glycoside hydrolases in GH61, was puzzling researchers in the field. The family was reported in the literature in 1997 (Henrissat & Davies, 1997[@bb60]) and had just four members in 2001 (Karlsson *et al.*, 2001[@bb70]). Despite strong implication in cellulose degradation, demonstration of cellulo­lytic activity was problematic, as reviewed in Lo Leggio *et al.* (2012[@bb82]). In 2006 a patent indicated that GH61 could act synergistically to boost conventional cellulolytic hydrolases (Brown *et al.*, 2006[@bb14]). The first structures (see §[](#sec2.1){ref-type="sec"}2.1 for further details; Karkehabadi *et al.*, 2008[@bb69]; Welner *et al.*, 2009[@bb112]; Harris *et al.*, 2010[@bb50]) firmly established the structural similarity to CBP21, and furthermore revealed the presence of divalent metal ions at a structurally conserved site (see §[](#sec2.2){ref-type="sec"}2.2), which had not been clear in the first CBP21 structure. In 2010, the same year as in which enzymatic activity of CBP21 was demonstrated, additional evidence of the synergy between GH61 and cellulose-degrading glycoside hydrolases was presented, together with structure-based mutagenesis of the metal site which linked it to activity (Harris *et al.*, 2010[@bb50]). Thus, 2010 really marks the beginning of the systematic study of LPMOs as major factors in the degradation of recalcitrant polysaccharides, although oxidative action was first demonstrated for GH61 in 2011 (Quinlan *et al.*, 2011[@bb90]; Phillips *et al.*, 2011[@bb88]; Westereng *et al.*, 2011[@bb114]; Langston *et al.*, 2011[@bb78]).

LPMOs introduce a single O atom from molecular oxygen into the product, and utilize an external electron donor, for example ascorbate, in the process (Fig. 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *d*; Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2010[@bb106]). It is remarkable that although the importance of redox chemistry in the degradation of cellulose has been recognized since at least the 1970s (Eriksson *et al.*, 1974[@bb32]), LPMO activity was first proved 40 years later, revolutionizing our previous view of cellulose and biomass degradation in nature (Béguin, 1990[@bb7]). It must be emphasized that the involvement of redox enzymes in biomass degradation, in itself, is not novel. Lignin degradation in particular, although as yet rather poorly characterized, is known to rely heavily on redox enzymes such as peroxidases and laccases (Guerriero *et al.*, 2016[@bb49]; Cragg *et al.*, 2015[@bb22]; Pollegioni *et al.*, 2015[@bb89]). Carbohydrate oxidases that oxidize monosaccharides, disaccharides and oligosaccharides (van Hellemond *et al.*, 2006[@bb53]), but without leading to chain cleavage, have also been known for a number of years, and their biological functions are varied and often still rather unclear, although lignocellulose degradation is also one of them. Lignin-degrading enzymes are not always very specific for their substrate, and often generate reactive species that can dissociate from the enzyme active site and act distally on a number of substrates, while some of the carbohydrate oxidases that have long been implicated in lignocellulose degradation act in indirect ways, for example by producing peroxide equivalents for other lignin-degrading enzymes. What is truly novel for LPMOs as redox enzymes in biomass degradation is their implication in the direct and specific depolymerization of polysaccharides, a biological function that was previously thought to be almost exclusively performed by hydrolases. This discovery has had far-reaching consequences for biotechnological applications and our understanding of the carbon cycle in nature (see also §[](#sec1.3){ref-type="sec"}1.3).

These discoveries prompted the reclassification of LPMOs in CAZy as auxiliary activities (AAs), together with other redox enzymes acting on lignin/lignocellulose, including many carbohydrate oxidases (Levasseur *et al.*, 2013[@bb79]). GH61 was renamed AA9, CBM33 was renamed AA10 and two additional LPMO families since identified have been named AA11 and AA13 (Hemsworth *et al.*, 2014[@bb55]; Vu, Beeson, Span *et al.*, 2014[@bb108]). From now on in this review we will indicate individual LPMOs by the initials of the Latin name of the organism in italics followed by the AA family and if necessary a further specifier, *e.g. Ta*AA9_A and *Sm*AA10_A (CBP21). Based on sequence, AA9 was further divided into groups suggested to reflect the site of oxidation. Thus, AA9 is subdivided into type 1 (C1-oxidizing), type 2 (C4-oxidizing) or type 3 (more promiscuous, generally C1- and C4-oxidizing, with the exception of PMO-3\* which only oxidizes C1) (Vu, Beeson, Phillips *et al.*, 2014[@bb107]; Li *et al.*, 2012[@bb80]; Phillips *et al.*, 2011[@bb88]), but there is some controversy as to whether the oxidation site strictly follows a phylogenetic relationship. Other subdivisions of AA9 and other AA families based on sequence have been suggested, for example, by Busk & Lange (2015[@bb15]) and Book *et al.* (2014[@bb10]).

The importance of structural studies in the early stages of LPMO discovery cannot be overestimated, as they were instrumental in establishing that AA9 and AA10 were functionally linked and that their action, enzymatic or otherwise, was dependent on the presence of a metal. In the case of LPMOs structural knowledge really can claim to have driven functional understanding.

1.3.. LPMOs: why all the fuss?   {#sec1.3}
--------------------------------

As outlined above, LPMOs are, in a nutshell, a newly discovered class of oxidative copper enzymes that degrade polysaccharides, a previously unknown function for redox enzymes involved in biomass degradation. Since their discovery the literature regarding LPMOs has really taken off. A search for 'polysaccharide monooxygenase', 'CBM33', 'GH61', 'CBP21' and related terms in Web of Science (excluding patents) returned one relevant result in 2000, two in 2005, two in 2010 and 43 in 2015, with no sign of diminishing interest in 2016.

Before embarking on a detailed view of their structures, we would like to highlight a few of the reasons why these LPMOs have created such a stir. In addition to their potential in biomass degradation, which is perhaps the aspect that has attracted the most attention (Horn *et al.*, 2012[@bb62]; Harris *et al.*, 2014[@bb51]; Johansen, 2016*a* [@bb66]), a medical dimension may well reveal itself to be very important in the future, since a number of bacterial chitinolytic systems have been implicated in virulence and pathogenicity (Frederiksen *et al.*, 2013[@bb41]). *Vibrio cholerae*, *Listeria monocytogenes* and *Enterococcus faecalis*, all of which are human pathogens, possess chitinolytic systems including an active AA10 LPMO (Loose *et al.*, 2014[@bb84]; Paspaliari *et al.*, 2015[@bb86]; Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2012[@bb102]).

LPMOs may have profound environmental impact in nature owing to their effect in the global carbon cycle (C cycle). Fungal species play a significant role in the turnover of terrestrial C pools and thus in the global C cycle (Glass *et al.*, 2013[@bb47]; Rytioja *et al.*, 2014[@bb91]; Floudas *et al.*, 2015[@bb35]). Fungi are often divided into either saprotrophs (degrading dead organic matter) or biotrophs with a symbiotic lifestyle with a plant host (mutualistic or parasitic). Saprotrophic filamentous fungi have a variety of plant cell wall-degrading enzymes, and are important for the turnover of carbon as they deconstruct lignocellulosic biomass. LPMO-encoding genes are highly abundant in these organisms and LPMOs are predicted to play a significant role in global carbon flux. In many symbiotic biotrophic fungi (known as mycorrhizal fungi) the number of genes encoding plant cell wall-degrading enzymes is greatly reduced (Kohler *et al.*, 2015[@bb75]; Shah *et al.*, 2016[@bb92]). However, several genes encoding lignocellulosic degrading oxidative enzymes are retained, of which a substantial part are LPMOs, indicating that they are also advantageous to biotrophic fungi, and thus expanding the importance of LPMOs in the natural C cycle. The abundance of LPMOs in nature has additional environmental consequences that are of interest to human life. AA9 LPMOs are well represented in plant fungal pathogens, where they may be factors in pathogenesis (Gibson *et al.*, 2011[@bb46]), and in fungi causing wood decay, especially white-rot fungi (Floudas *et al.*, 2012[@bb34]). Recently, fusolin, the protein that forms the spindles of insect poxviruses, which have potential in pest control, was found to consist of an AA10 LPMO (Chiu *et al.*, 2015[@bb20]).

The bioinorganic chemistry of LPMOs is also unusual and has attracted considerable attention: they have a type 2 copper site (Crichton, 2012[@bb23]), which will be reviewed in more detail in §[](#sec2.2){ref-type="sec"}2.2, but with only two histidines, whereas other enzymes have three or four. Furthermore, it is intriguing how a mononuclear copper site can achieve a two-electron reaction, which is one of the most supported current mechanistic hypotheses, and how it can break the extremely strong C---H bond (Walton & Davies, 2016[@bb110]).

Given the level of interest in LPMOs, a number of reviews have been written focusing solely or largely on these enzymes. Among the slightly older but still influential reviews are one focused on bioethanol production (Horn *et al.*, 2012[@bb62]) and one on early structural studies (Hemsworth, Davies *et al.*, 2013[@bb54]). Most recent reviews have covered specific aspects such as the important role of LPMOs in lignocellulose degradation across the tree of life (Cragg *et al.*, 2015[@bb22]), their biotechnological potential (Hemsworth *et al.*, 2015[@bb56]), their mechanism (Walton & Davies, 2016[@bb110]), their industrial applications (Johansen, 2016*a* [@bb66]) and their role in plant--microbe interactions (Johansen, 2016*b* [@bb67]). Recently, a brief structural and functional overview of all LPMO families has also been published (Span & Marletta, 2015[@bb97]), as well as two more specific and detailed reviews on cellulose-degrading LPMOs (Beeson *et al.*, 2015[@bb6]) and starch-degrading LPMOs (Vu & Marletta, 2016[@bb109]). The present review attempts to be somewhat different from previous reviews, being written as it were by crystallographers with crystallo­graphers and other structural biologists as an audience, and not necessarily experts on LPMOs or carbohydrate-modifying enzymes. Furthermore, as the field moves extremely rapidly, we also hope to provide a useful update and overview for LPMO aficionados.

2.. Structure-driven discovery of function   {#sec2}
============================================

2.1.. First structures: the early years 2008--2010   {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------

It would be unfair to say that only structural knowledge has provided clues to the function of this class of proteins, but it has definitely played an enormous role. *Sm*AA10_A was the first LPMO for which a structure was determined (Vaaje-Kolstad, Houston *et al.*, 2005[@bb105]; please refer to Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"} for the PDB codes and details of all structures that are mentioned). The structure of *Sm*AA10_A revealed a β-sandwich fold, described as a 'budded' fibronectin type III fold, where the bud consists of a 65-residue, predominantly helical insert between β-strands 1 and 2. The β-sandwich itself is rather unremarkable; a recent search of the Protein Data Bank (PDB) with *DALI* (Holm *et al.*, 2008[@bb61]) found PDB entry [2p9r](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2p9r) (the MG2 domain of human α~2~-macroglobulin; Doan & Gettins, 2007[@bb29]) as the closest non-LPMO hit, and the backbone fit is remarkable (Figs. 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a* and 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *c*) despite the absence of an obvious functional relationship. Surprisingly, the conserved aromatic residues that had been proposed to play a role in substrate binding prior to structure determination were instead found to form the hydrophobic core. The structure was key in identifying a patch of conserved and in part hydrophilic residues, and the role of most of these residues in substrate binding (especially Tyr45 and Glu60) was confirmed by mutagenesis. At this point, however, there was no suspicion that this could be a metalloenzyme and no metal site was identified.

When the first structures of fungal LPMOs in the AA9 family were determined, the most important discovery was perhaps their similarity to the structure of *Sm*AA10_A (Karkehabadi *et al.*, 2008[@bb69]; Welner *et al.*, 2009[@bb112]; Harris *et al.*, 2010[@bb50]), forming a definite connection between GH61 and CBM33 (now AA9 and AA10). Furthermore, the structures revealed unusual features for glycoside hydrolases; for example, the lack of a conserved carboxylate pair and a clear active-site cleft or groove. However, *Tt*AA9_E showed an arrangement of aromatic residues that was strongly reminiscent of a family 1 CBM, a type A CBM (meaning that it is specific for crystalline polysaccharides; Boraston *et al.*, 2004[@bb11]), and suggesting that these proteins acted by binding to crystalline cellulose.

Importantly, the structures also revealed a metal-binding site on the same face as these aromatic residues. This site was occupied by a nickel ion from the crystallization conditions (see Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}) in the structure of *Trichoderma reesei* AA9_B (*Tr*AA9_B), which was actually determined by SAD using the nickel anomalous signal from data collected at a wavelength of 1.485 Å. The structure of *Tt*AA9_E, which shares only 29% sequence identity with *Tr*AA9_B and was determined by MIR (Welner *et al.*, 2009[@bb112]; Harris *et al.*, 2010[@bb50]), shows a similar metal-binding site. In the two deposited structures of *Tt*AA9_E the metal is modelled as an Mg or a Zn ion, depending on the crystallization/soaking conditions (Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}). In retrospect, it is most likely that the metal visible in the 'Mg' complex is in fact a poorly occupied Cu ion; indeed, the *CheckMyMetal* server (Zheng *et al.*, 2014[@bb122]), which was unfortunately not yet available at the time, flags one of the 'Mg' sites as a possible copper-binding site. Arguably the major finding by Harris *et al.* (2010[@bb50]), comes from connecting the identified structural features to function by structure-guided mutagenesis of the relevant residues. Despite the limitations of the assay, which measured the boosting of conventional hydrolase activity, but without controlled inclusion of an electron donor or the correct metal, the studies demonstrated that the two His residues liganding the metal (one also through the N-terminus) were essential for activity, while a neighbouring Tyr and a conserved Gln which holds it in position by hydrogen bonding were almost essential. All of these residues are very highly conserved in AA9 sequences, as had already been noted by Karkehabadi *et al.* (2008[@bb69]). Furthermore, one of the Tyr residues in the putative cellulose-binding site was also important for activity.

2.2.. The metal site   {#sec2.2}
----------------------

As highlighted above, while the first structures from the AA9 family and the mutagenesis thereof led to the understanding that a divalent metal-binding site was crucial for activity, the nature of this metal was not clear. At the time when oxidative cleavage was demonstrated for AA10 there was still debate as to the nature of the active metal. In 2011 a number of publications on AA9 LPMOs firmly demonstrated that the active metal was copper using a variety of methods including metal identification in isolated native protein activity assays, binding studies and structural/spectroscopic studies (Westereng *et al.*, 2011[@bb114]; Phillips *et al.*, 2011[@bb88]; Quinlan *et al.*, 2011[@bb90]). Shortly afterwards, activity studies showed that copper was also the active metal in AA10 LPMOs (Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2012[@bb102]). The identification of copper as the active-site metal ion was corroborated by structure determination of the first copper-loaded LPMO, *Ta*AA9_A (Quinlan *et al.*, 2011[@bb90]), demonstrating that catalysis is mediated by a deceivingly simple-looking metal centre: a copper ion coordinated by a motif christened the 'histidine brace' (His brace hereafter; Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The *K* ~d~ for Cu^2+^ was estimated by ITC to be less than 1 n*M*, while at pH 5 no binding was observed with Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^, Mn^2+^, Co^2+^, Ni^2+^ or Zn^2+^.

Two structures of *Ta*AA9_A were determined: one of the protein as purified, in which a low-occupancy copper was modelled, and one in the presence of a high concentration of copper (Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}), showing disorder which was modelled as copper in a main conformation and an alternative (lower occupancy) conformation. Copper sites are classified into several types (Crichton, 2012[@bb23]), and type 2 sites are mononuclear and are often coordinated by multiple histidines (three or four) in a square-planar or tetragonal geometry. Type 2 copper sites additionally have a very characteristic EPR signature. Apart from the number of His residues that are involved, the structure and EPR spectroscopy of *Ta*AA9_A were typical of a type 2 copper site with Jahn--Teller distorted octahedral geometry (elongation of the distance to the axial ligands) consistent with an at least partial copper(II) state, but with some disorder both of the copper and its exogenous ligands. Despite its limitations, this first structure of a Cu-loaded LPMO was very significant. For example, it was used to build active-site models for AA9, which could then be subjected to density functional theory calculations in order to investigate various aspects of the mechanism (Kim *et al.*, 2014[@bb71]; Kjaergaard *et al.*, 2014[@bb73]), in one case with additional experimental information derived from XANES and EXAFS in solution (Kjaergaard *et al.*, 2014[@bb73]).

The first studies of the metal centre of an AA10 enzyme were performed on *Sm*AA10_A. HSQC NMR spectra showed the binding of several metals at the His brace with decreasing *K* ~d~ values for Ca^2+^ (greater than 10 m*M*) \> Mg^2+^ \> Fe^3+^ \> Co^2+^ \>\> Zn^2+^ \> Cu^2+^. The *K* ~d~ values for Zn^2+^ and Cu^2+^ were determined by ITC as 330 and 55 n*M*, respectively. The *K* ~d~ for Cu^+^ was estimated indirectly as 1.2 n*M* (Aachmann *et al.*, 2012[@bb1]). The article reporting the first X-ray structure of a copper-loaded AA10 from *Bacillus amyloliquefaciens* (Hemsworth, Taylor *et al.*, 2013[@bb57]) also measured the affinity for Cu^2+^ to be 6 n*M* at pH 5 by ITC, with Zn^2+^ being the only other tested divalent metal ion with measurable binding. Binding of metals was also indicated by an increase in *T* ~m~ by 20 K for Cu^2+^ and 7 K for Ni^2+^ and Zn^2+^. There is thus a strong preference for copper, but some LPMOs are able to bind other ions (primarily zinc and nickel), in agreement with some of the ions bound in the early structures of AA9 members.

In *Ba*AA10_A the metal is photoreduced and shows a T-shaped coordination geometry in the structure, being coordinated solely by the His brace. EPR in solution showed a mononuclear copper(II) ion in a single binding site with a distorted axial coordination geometry with characteristics that were between type 1 and type 2, but closer to type 2 according to the authors. Since AA9 structures with geometry compatible with copper(II) were available at the time, Hemsworth, Taylor *et al.* (2013[@bb57]) suggested that photoreduction is easier for members of the AA10 family than the AA9 family, probably reflecting mechanistic differences.

Clearly, photoreduction of the active-site copper(II) to copper(I) is a challenge in LPMO structural research. While one can argue that the copper(I) photoreduced state is catalytically relevant, the catalytically relevant oxygen-bound species are predominantly expected to be copper(II) species (see below), and it is likely that many of the structures of LPMOs deposited in the PDB represent mixture of states to some extent, complicating structural interpretation. In Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"} we give the presumed predominant oxidation state in all determined crystal structures of LPMOs, our criteria (in the footnote to Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}) being somewhat stricter than those of Gudmundsson *et al.* (2014[@bb48]). Copper-loaded structures are available for all four families of LPMOs known to date, but copper(II) structures are only available for a few representatives and not at all for AA11 and AA13. A careful study was carried out for *Enterococcus faecalis* AA10_A, which not only succeeded in obtaining the first structure of an AA10 in a predominantly copper(II) state by reducing the dose and by helical data collection, but also elegantly showed the evolution of photoreduction with a series of six structures collected from the same crystal with increasing X-ray dose (Gudmundsson *et al.*, 2014[@bb48]). The structure of the copper(II) binding site is described as trigonal bipyramidal, although with significant distortion of the bonding angles (Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *a*). As noted already in Hemsworth, Taylor *et al.* (2013[@bb57]), the exogenous ligands of the copper ion cannot have the same geometry in AA10 as in AA9 because of the steric constraints of a conserved Ala (shown also in Figs. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *a* and 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *b*). The least and most photoreduced structures (Figs. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *a* and 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *b*) of the active-site copper were subjected to quantum-mechanical calculations (Gudmundsson *et al.*, 2014[@bb48]) and resulted in charges for the copper ion of +1.48 and +0.99, respectively, for the copper(II) and copper(I) forms, which is in excellent agreement with the results obtained by similar methods for *Ta*AA9_A by Kim *et al.* (2014[@bb71]), where the derived charges on the copper(II) and copper(I) states are +1.48 and +0.92, respectively. Recently low X-ray dose structures showing predominantly copper(II) with very little disorder have also been reported for *Lentinus similis* AA9_A (*Ls*AA9_A), which is shown for reference (Figs. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *c* and 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *d*; Frandsen *et al.*, 2016[@bb40]).

Structure determination of many LPMOs in AA9, AA10 and the newer families AA11 (chitin-acting) and AA13 (starch-acting) with bound copper have shown a remarkable conservation of the basic copper-binding motif regardless of specificity. The His brace forming the metal-binding site and its arrangement are extremely similar in all determined LPMO structures (Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *e*). With regard to the aromatic residue at the metal-binding site, all AA9, AA11 and AA13 enzymes which have been structurally characterized have a Tyr residue, with the hydroxyl being at a borderline distance for coordination to copper. Most AA10 family members have, like *Sm*AA10_A (Vaaje-Kolstad, Houston *et al.*, 2005[@bb105]), a Phe instead of a Tyr (90% conservation), and an Ala preceding the second active-site His (Hemsworth, Taylor *et al.*, 2013[@bb57]), a combination which prevents an identical coordination geometry of exogenous ligands to that in AA9. In AA9 and AA13, a conserved Gln residue two residues before in the sequence hydrogen bonds to the active-site Tyr (shown in Figs. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *c* and 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *d*), while in AA11 the corresponding Glu fulfils the same role, indicating the importance of the Tyr in the active site of these families. The corresponding residue to Gln varies both in identity and in conformation in AA10, which is indicative of a less strict functional role. AA9 structures additionally have a conserved His that hydrogen bonds to the Gln. Interestingly, *Sc*AA10_B, which is active on cellulose, and *Tf*AA10_A (also known as E7; PDB entry [4gbo](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4gbo); P. M. Alahuhta & V. V. Lunin, unpublished work) have a Tyr instead of a Phe and preserve the hydrogen-bonding network to the active-site Tyr (both Gln and His), as well as having a type 2 Cu EPR spectrum similar to that reported for *Ta*AA9_A (Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.*, 2014[@bb36]). Just as mutagenesis of Tyr to Phe in *Tt*AA9_E impaired activity, mutation of Phe to Tyr in chitin-active AA10 enzymes impairs activity (Forsberg, Røhr *et al.*, 2014[@bb38]).

A very recent publication suggested that AA10 is heterogenous in its copper binding, even though only one active-site copper(II) conformation was observed by X-ray crystallo­graphy (Chaplin *et al.*, 2016[@bb18]). However, EPR spectra are best simulated with two similarly abundant solution species, one of which only coordinates to two side-chain N ligands (Chaplin *et al.*, 2016[@bb18]). To our knowledge, the only crystallographic observation of an LPMO copper coordinated by two ligands to date is the minor conformation in the disordered copper at the active site of *Ta*AA9_A, which is too distant (3.6 Å) from the N-terminus for coordination (Quinlan *et al.*, 2011[@bb90]).

Most structures of characterized fungal LPMOs show an unusual post-translational modification: methylation at N^∊1^ of the N-terminal histidine (see, for example, Quinlan *et al.*, 2011[@bb90]; Hemsworth *et al.*, 2014[@bb55]; Lo Leggio *et al.*, 2015[@bb81]). The role of this modification is currently unclear, but at least three AA9 members which have been expressed in *Pichia pastoris* and one AA11 expressed in *Escherichia coli* do not have this modification, and show activity nonetheless (Bennati-Granier *et al.*, 2015[@bb8]; Westereng *et al.*, 2011[@bb114]; Borisova *et al.*, 2015[@bb12]; Hemsworth *et al.*, 2014[@bb55]).

3.. Substrate binding and catalysis   {#sec3}
=====================================

3.1.. Initial identification of a substrate-binding surface   {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In order to fully understand and describe the mode of action of LPMO enzymes, thorough characterization of their protein--substrate interactions and specificity are needed. As described above, the first structure of an AA10, *Sm*AA10_A, revealed a conserved patch of hydrophilic residues that were proven to be involved in substrate binding by mutagenesis (Vaaje-Kolstad, Houston *et al.*, 2005[@bb105]). The *Sm*AA10_A--chitin interaction at this surface was later mapped by NMR spectroscopy by monitoring deuterium exchange after binding of β-chitin, providing direct experimental evidence for binding at this surface for the first time (Aachmann *et al.*, 2012[@bb1]). A mutagenesis study involving *Tt*AA9_E clearly showed the importance of an aromatic residue in the CBM1-like motif extending from the corresponding putative substrate-binding surface (Harris *et al.*, 2010[@bb50]), and the distribution of aromatics has been discussed in detail (for example, in Li *et al.*, 2012[@bb80]). For AA11 the active-site surface is slightly more convex and is devoid of aromatic residues, but has a number of polar residues that are potentially able to make polar interactions with the substrate similarly to AA10 (Hemsworth *et al.*, 2014[@bb55]). A consensus now exists that many LPMOs interact with their crystalline substrates at relatively flat surfaces, and that binding takes place either through stacking interactions with aromatic residues (*e.g.* AA9) and/or by polar interactions with hydrophilic residues (*e.g.* AA10 and AA11).

3.2.. Substrate specificity: cellulose, starch and chitin   {#sec3.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

AA9 was discovered as a family of cellulose-degrading LPMOs, while AA10 was discovered as a chitin-degrading family, although shortly after the discovery of the oxidative degradation of chitin by *Sm*AA10_A the Eijsink group also showed that other AA10 members could degrade cellulose (Forsberg *et al.*, 2011[@bb39]). As can be seen in the overview of specificities in Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}, it still holds that most AA9 family members are cellulose-degrading and AA10 family members degrade chitin or cellulose.

Shortly after the observation of the CBM1-like tyrosines in *Tt*AA9_E (Harris *et al.*, 2010[@bb50]), the structure of *Ta*AA9_A (Quinlan *et al.*, 2011[@bb90]) revealed another tyrosine-containing loop on the same surface but on the opposite side with respect to the active site. An equivalent loop and tyrosine were also found in *Nc*AA9_M in a structural study of AA9s from *Neurospora crassa* (*Nc*AA9_D and *Nc*AA9_M). Here, the loop was denoted L2 (this and other loop positions are marked in Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} for *Ls*AA9_A), and it was suggested that the aromatic residues were spatially positioned to accommodate stacking inter­actions with glucose units within the crystalline cellulose (Li *et al.*, 2012[@bb80]). In the same publication it was further suggested that an insertion in the cellulose-active *Sc*AA10_C compared with *Sm*AA10_A (extending from a region equivalent to loop L2 in AA9) could account for cellulose specificity. Book *et al.* (2014[@bb10]) similarly suggested that this insertion in AA10 members accounted for cellulose specificity and classified this region as motif 1. The Sandgren group showed from MD simulations based on the *Pc*AA9_D structure that the loops L2, LS and LC (the latter harbouring a tyrosine residue which is conserved in most of the structurally characterized AA9 enzymes) had essential roles in interacting with crystalline cellulose (Wu *et al.*, 2013[@bb116]).

Comparative studies have since been carried out on AA10s active on chitin (*Sm*AA10_A and *Bl*AA10_A) and on cellulose (*Sc*AA10_C and *Tf*AA10_B) (Forsberg, Røhr *et al.*, 2014[@bb38]). The EPR spectra of the cellulose-active AA10s described were similar to those of the cellulose-active *Ta*AA9_A and distinct from those of chitin-active AA10s. At the same time, it was found that *Sc*AA10_C was able to bind chitin in a nonproductive manner. Based on this, it was proposed that specificity is not defined by the ability of the enzymes to bind substrates, but rather that the copper-centre configuration is a determinant of substrate specificity. As the residues directly involved in copper binding appeared to be identical, it was speculated that positions more remote from the copper were indirectly affecting the active site, causing the differences in substrate specificity. The structures of two cellulose-active AA10s (*Sc*AA10_B and *Sc*AA10_C) were published in the same year (Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.*, 2014[@bb36]). Despite the EPR spectra of the two enzymes being similar, the active sites showed clear structural differences, with the active site of *Sc*AA10_C being similar to that of *Sm*AA10_A, while *Sc*AA10_B resembled AA9. Structural comparisons revealed a cavity in the chitin-active AA10 (not found in the cellulose-active AA10s) near the active site, which was proposed to accommodate the *N*-acetyl group of the substrate (Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.*, 2014[@bb36]), but was later shown not to be present in the chitin-active *Cj*AA10_A (Forsberg *et al.*, 2016[@bb37]). Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.* (2014[@bb36]) also noted that the cellulose-active *Sc*AA10_C had an insertion between strands β6 and β7 (relative to *Sm*AA10_A), positioned spatially equivalent to the LS loop in AA9s, and proposed that substrate specificity was not correlated with the copper centre, but depended on substitutions more remote from the active site affecting substrate interaction. Interestingly, Forsberg *et al.* (2016[@bb37]) found that *Cj*AA10_A, as well as lacking the proposed chitin-binding cavity, had an extended flat substrate surface with features of both cellulose-active and chitin-active AA10s, but was only active on chitin. They further made the interesting observation that the catalytic centres of *Cj*AA10_A and AA10s of viral origin are remarkably similar.

With respect to AA11, it is interesting to note that the EPR spectrum of *Ao*AA11 groups together with those of cellulose-active LPMOs (Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.*, 2014[@bb36]). Also, considering the L2-equivalent loop (Hemsworth *et al.*, 2014[@bb55]), that in *Ao*AA11 appears to resemble that of *Sm*AA10_A more than that of *Sc*AA10_C, which is consistent with the experimentally measured chitinolytic activity.

The initial paradigm for LPMOs was that their function is to attack crystalline substrates and favour access by glycoside hydrolases, and as such they possess flat binding sites. Generally speaking, it is said that β-1,4-linked substrates such as cellulose and chitin have a higher tendency to form crystalline structures and thus are harder to access than most starches, which are α-1,4-linked (with additional α-1,6 linkages) and often more digestible, although more recalcitrant forms of starch exist (Pérez & Bertoft, 2010[@bb87]; Vu & Marletta, 2016[@bb109]). Starch-active LPMOs (AA13) were first reported in the academic literature by Vu, Beeson, Phillips *et al.* (2014[@bb107]). The first (and so far only) available structure of an AA13 is that from *Aspergillus oryzae* (*Ao*AA13) and was reported by Lo Leggio *et al.* (2015[@bb81]). In the *Ao*AA13 structure, no obvious aromatic residues were present at the putative substrate surface. However, this surface appears to be more contoured in AA13s than in other LPMOs that do not act on α-1,4 linkages. In fact, a shallow groove spanning the active site in *Ao*AA13 is likely to play a role in substrate interaction of starch substrates (Fig. 5[▸](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), although to date there is no experimental evidence. The groove has a size that fits a single amylose chain, although an amylose double helix has also been proposed to bind (Vu & Marletta, 2016[@bb109]). Understanding of the AA13 family is lagging behind, but hopefully again the structural studies will guide further biochemical and mutagenesis studies and help us to understand function.

3.3.. Regiospecificity   {#sec3.3}
------------------------

Up to now, we have barely touched on the subject of regiospecificity, namely the preference of LPMOs to oxidize at C1 or C4 or both. In Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}, the reported experimental regiospecificity for all structurally characterized LPMOs is given. The first AA10 enzymes to be characterized, for example the chitin-active *Sm*AA10_A (Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2010[@bb106]) and the cellulose-active *Sc*AA10_C (Forsberg *et al.*, 2011[@bb39]), seemed to exclusively oxidize at C1. In contrast, by 2012 AA9s were known to oxidize at C1, C4 or C1/C4, leading to the suggested sequence-based subfamily classification as types 1, 2 or 3, respectively, for the three oxidation modes (Phillips *et al.*, 2011[@bb88]; Li *et al.*, 2012[@bb80]; Vu, Beeson, Phillips *et al.*, 2014[@bb107]). The structures revealed conserved structural features correlating with AA9 C1/C4 regiospecificity such as loop L2 in type 3 LPMOs (Vu, Beeson, Phillips *et al.*, 2014[@bb107]).

Later, three modular AA9 proteins (AA9-CBM1) from *Podospora anserina* active on cellulose were characterized (Bennati-Granier *et al.*, 2015[@bb8]). Of the three proteins, *Pa*AA9_E released C1-oxidized products, while *Pa*AA9_A and *Pa*AA9_H both released C1- and C4-oxidized products. While the sequence and regiospecificity of *Pa*AA9_A and *Pa*AA9_E are in agreement with the previous classification (Vu, Beeson, Phillips *et al.*, 2014[@bb107]), *Pa*AA9_H was classified on the basis of sequence as a type 2 AA9, which predicts C4 oxidation only, showing that sequence alone may not be sufficient to predict the regiospecificity.

AA10 members generally appear to oxidize mostly at C1, although a double oxidizing ability has been found for some members. To our knowledge, no member of AA10 has been reported to oxidize at C4 alone. The first demonstration of C4 oxidation for an AA10 member was for *Sc*AA10_B, which oxidizes cellulose at C1/C4 (Forsberg, Røhr *et al.*, 2014[@bb38]). It was also shown that the C1-oxidizing *Sc*AA10_C and the C1/C4-oxidizing *Sc*AA10_B act in synergy on cellulose (PASC), indicating that these enzymes recognize different regions of the substrates (Forsberg, Røhr *et al.*, 2014[@bb38]). The synergistic effect was correlated to structural variation of the copper active-site surroundings. Of special interest was a conserved alanine in AA10s that was proposed to limit access to the axial position on the copper (Hemsworth, Davies *et al.*, 2013[@bb54]; Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.*, 2014[@bb36]; Forsberg, Røhr *et al.*, 2014[@bb38]), although it still allows the copper of C1-oxidizing AA10 to bind two water molecules (Gudmundsson *et al.*, 2014[@bb48]). Structural comparison showed that this alanine was displaced (∼2.5 Å for C^β^ in *Sc*AA10_C\_relative to *Sc*AA10_B) owing to the neighbouring residues adopting a different conformation. From the structural observations, it was postulated that the ability of copper to bind a ligand in the axial position could be a determinant of C4-oxidizing activity, and that the degree of accessibility to the axial position on the copper determines the regiospecificity of AA10s, simultaneously suggesting that a similar correlation would exist for other families (*e.g.* for AA9).

When the structure of *Nc*AA9_C was determined (Borisova *et al.*, 2015[@bb12]), a correlation was indeed found. The authors observed that an Ala or Asp at a position packing against the internal active-site His (as in *Nc*AA9_C and *Nc*AA9_D, respectively) would allow an axial ligand, leading to C4 oxidation, and a partially open axial position (with Pro at this position) would lead to C1/C4 oxidation (as in *Ta*AA9_A), while a Tyr would block the axial position, leading to C1 oxidation (as in *Pc*AA9_D or *Tt*AA9_E). However, it must be noted that for *Tt*AA9_E a slightly distorted axial coordination to the metal (zinc in this case) is possible (see Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *c*), and in *Nc*AA9_F (a likely C1 oxidizer), which was not included in the Borisova analysis since this structure was published almost at the same time, the axial water is present and in fact interacts with the corresponding Tyr. Thus, the coordination is likely to be affected but not blocked as such. The few characterized members of AA11 and AA13 release C1-oxidized products. No determinants of regiospecificity have yet been proposed, given the lack of experimental evidence.

3.4.. Soluble substrates   {#sec3.4}
--------------------------

Initially, several LPMOs had been characterized as acting on insoluble substrates. *Nc*AA9_C was then reported to act on both cellulose and small soluble cellooligosaccharides (Isaksen *et al.*, 2014[@bb63]). Agger and coworkers later reported *Nc*AA9_C activity on (1→3, 1→4)-β-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucan (MLG) and on certain hemicelluloses such as xyloglucans (XG) and to lesser extent glucomannan (Agger *et al.*, 2014[@bb2]). Similar to *Nc*AA9_C, *Pa*AA9_H (Bennati-Granier *et al.*, 2015[@bb8]) also showed activity on soluble substrates such as cellooligosaccharides \[degree of polymerization (DP) of 4--6\] and certain hemicelluloses such as XG, glucomannan, MLG and lichenan. Unfortunately, no structure of *Pa*AA9_H is available.

The structure of *Nc*AA9_C was published by Borisova *et al.* (2015[@bb12]), and showed that an insertion, denoted loop L3 (which is absent in AA9s that do not act on soluble substrates, for example *Ta*AA9_A), was involved in forming the substrate-binding surface. Although interaction with substrate was measured with micromolar affinity, no complex structures were obtained. We finally managed to determine a crystallo­graphic complex with an AA9 LPMO from *Lentinus similis* (*Ls*AA9_A), the first of the kind (Frandsen *et al.*, 2016[@bb40]). *Ls*AA9_A is also active on cellulose and soluble cellooligosaccharides (\>DP2), and the structures revealed several polar residues around the active site interacting with cellotriose (G3) and cellohexaose (G6) at subsites −1 to +2 and −4 to +2, respectively. In this notation, cleavage occurs between subsite −1 and subsite +1, with '−' corresponding to the nonreducing end and '+' corresponding to the reducing end (Davies *et al.*, 1997[@bb26]), in analogy with GHs. The *Ls*AA9_A--G6 structure revealed that the glucosyl unit at subsite −3 was stacking with the surface-exposed tyrosine (in the LC loop of most AA9s), confirming the involvement of this aromatic residue in substrate interaction. Intriguingly, however, this residue is missing in the cellulose-active *Nc*AA9_F (Tan *et al.*, 2015[@bb100]), even though it is conserved in all other determined AA9 structures. In addition, in LsAA9_A complexes, the glucosyl unit at subsite +1 stacked directly on top of the methylated His1 (O5 lone pair--aromatic interaction), while several polar residues made hydrogen bonds to the substrate at the rest of the subsites. The terminal glucosyl unit at the reducing end of the substrates was anchored at subsite +2 through hydrogen bonds to Asn28, His66 and Asn67 (Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *a*).

Both the chair conformations and the glycosidic torsion angles of the complexes in Frandsen *et al.* (2016[@bb40]) very closely resemble ideal values, showing that complex formation drives very little distortion of the substrate. This is highly exceptional in enzyme catalysis, as a comparison with the Michaelis--Menten complex of a classic glycoside hydrolase easily illustrates (Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *b*). Thus, the energy for breaking the glycosidic linkage must fully come from the exceptional chemistry of the copper--oxygen activation. With the first structure of an LPMO--carbohydrate complex structure at almost atomic level resolution combined with spectroscopic methods (EPR), substantial and detailed insights into the mechanism of action of LPMOs were obtained (Frandsen *et al.*, 2016[@bb40]), which are further elaborated in the next section.

The *Ls*AA9_A complexes also confirmed the involvement of loop L3 in substrate binding, as had been speculated for *Nc*AA9_C (Borisova *et al.*, 2015[@bb12]), as this loop formed a structural ridge interacting with the glucosyl unit at subsite +2 (Figs. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and 5[▸](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), which in fact is also present in *Nc*AA9_D (Li *et al.*, 2012[@bb80]). It would be interesting to determine whether *Nc*AA9_D might also have activity on cellooligosaccharides, which to our knowledge has not been reported. Shortly after the publication of the *Ls*AA9_A complexes, an NMR study on *Nc*AA9_C showed relatively similar interactions with cellohexaose (G6) and xyloglucans (XG14, polyXG), although G6 did not span as far as the conserved surface Tyr (rather, the data suggested binding from −3 to +3; Courtade *et al.*, 2016[@bb21]). Interestingly, Courtade and coworkers also showed significant chemical shift differences for certain residues in the L3 loop. In Isaksen *et al.* (2014[@bb63]) it was suggested that three conserved Asn residues in *Nc*AA9_C are involved in the binding of cellooligosaccharides. In Courtade *et al.* (2016[@bb21]) these residues were not reported to be affected by NMR titration. In *Ls*AA9_A only the central one of these equivalent Asn residues (Asn28) is involved in the binding of G6/G3, while in *Pa*AA9_H they are substituted by Ser25, Asn26 and Phe27, indicating that only the central Asn is involved in the binding of cellooligosaccharides. Lacking structural data, Bennati-Granier *et al.* (2015[@bb8]) speculated that loop L3 (in *Pa*AA9H spanning Gly64--Ser83) with the polar residues Glu66, Asp75 and Asp77 (the equivalent residues in *Nc*AA9_C are Glu65, Asp74 and Asp76) was responsible for XG specificity. The interaction of *Ls*AA9_A Asn67 with substrate (equivalent to *Nc*AA9_C Glu65) demonstrates that this residue contributes to the specificity towards substrates with a β-(1,4)-linked glucose backbone rather than solely XG. From structural comparison with *Ls*AA9_A, it would seem that the aspartates could be involved in XG specificity (possibly interacting with substitutions originating from subsites −2 or +3).

3.5.. Electron donors/redox partners   {#sec3.5}
--------------------------------------

In order to catalyse the oxidation of polysaccharides, LPMOs are dependent on redox partners that donate electrons which are used to reduce the active-site copper and to activate molecular oxygen. These electron donors range from small molecules (ascorbate, gallate, reduced glutathione and others) to insoluble lignin polymers and endogenous modular macromolecules (Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2010[@bb106]; Phillips *et al.*, 2011[@bb88]; Langston *et al.*, 2011[@bb78]; Quinlan *et al.*, 2011[@bb90]; Dimarogona *et al.*, 2012[@bb28]). When oxidative activity was first found for *Sm*AA10_A small-molecule electron donors were used, as is frequently performed when testing for LPMO activity. After lignin was identified to function as an electron donor, it was also shown that long-range electron transfer (ET) from lignin to LPMOs can occur (Westereng *et al.*, 2015[@bb113]). The first evidence for an endogenous redox partner came in 2011, when cellobiose dehydrogenase (CDH) was indicated by *in vivo* experiments to function as source of electrons for AA9s in *T. terrestris* and *N. crassa*, a function which is now well established. Li *et al.* (2012[@bb80]) first proposed putative electron pathways based on a conserved patch mapped on the structures, where the haem-containing domain of CDH was docked computationally. At least two potential CDH sites and pathways are reviewed in Beeson *et al.* (2015[@bb6]). In AA13 a putative electron-transfer pathway (Tyr224, Trp215, Trp83, Phe95 and Phe161) has also been proposed for *Ao*AA13 (Lo Leggio *et al.*, 2015[@bb81]). Tan *et al.* (2015[@bb100]) suggested direct electron transfer to the LPMO-active site from the haem-containing domain of CDH, and recent NMR spectroscopy studies also showed that CDH appears to interact with *Nc*AA9_C on the flat substrate surface (Courtade *et al.*, 2016[@bb21]). This finding is intriguing since this would imply competition of CDH and substrate or that all electrons are delivered before the substrate. Recent studies show that light-excited photosynthetic pigments are excellent electron donors and can considerably speed up the LPMO reaction (Cannella *et al.*, 2016[@bb16]), and a pathway for electron transfer involving His87 of *Ta*AA9_A or a similarly placed residue in other AA9 LPMOs was suggested. Intriguingly, LPMOs are extremely promiscuous when it comes to accepting electrons from CDHs; for example, *Nc*AA13 was able to accept electrons from *Myceliophthora thermophila* CDH-2 (Vu, Beeson, Phillips *et al.*, 2014[@bb107]). Recently, it has been shown that other dehydrogenases than CDH can function as redox partners for LPMOs (Kracher *et al.*, 2016[@bb76]; Garajova *et al.*, 2016[@bb45]).

3.6.. Catalytic mechanisms   {#sec3.6}
----------------------------

The first elucidation of the enzymatic mechanism of LPMOs was achieved in 2010 (Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2010[@bb106]), when it was shown using isotope-labelled ^18^O~2~ that *Sm*AA10_A incorporates one O atom into the substrate (chitin), establishing LPMOs as monooxygenases. Although the exact catalytic mechanisms of LPMOs are unknown, proposals have been put forward suggesting that LPMOs oxygenate their substrates using activated oxygen species in a putative mechanism involving two electrons. Other naturally occurring, well characterized monooxygenases which accomplish two-electron oxidations of their substrate with mononuclear type 2 copper centres are amine oxidase (AmO; Shepard & Dooley, 2015[@bb93]), galactose oxidase (GO; Solomon *et al.*, 2001[@bb95]), peptidylglycine α-hydroxylating monooxygenase (PHM; Solomon *et al.*, 2014[@bb96]) and dopamine β-monooxygenase (DβM; Klinman, 2006[@bb74]). In AmO and GO a protein-derived cofactor functioning as a redox-active functional group is formed (in GO a covalent thioether bond is formed between a tyrosine and a cysteine) in an event known as cofactor biogenesis (Shepard & Dooley, 2015[@bb93]; Solomon *et al.*, 2014[@bb96]), allowing the enzymes to stabilize radicals forming during catalysis. PHM and DβM contain two mononuclear sites and are also known as noncoupled bi­nuclear copper enzymes. In these enzymes hydroxylation occurs by the first site and another electron is provided using long-range (∼11 Å in PHM) ET from the other site (Solomon *et al.*, 2001[@bb95], 2014[@bb96]; Chen & Solomon, 2004[@bb19]). In LPMOs no additional redox centres or intramolecular sites for ET have been reported. The ability of LPMOs to catalyse reactions despite lacking the functionalities of other mononuclear monooxygenases (cofactor biogenesis or intramolecular ET sites), combined with their atypical ligand (bidentate coordinated N-terminal histidine), makes them unique in terms of their copper chemistry and explains the attention that they have gained in the field of bioinorganic chemistry. The first LPMO mechanism proposed involved a copper(II)-superoxo species abstracting an H atom from the substrate followed by hydroxylation of either C1 or C4 (Phillips *et al.*, 2011[@bb88]; Beeson *et al.*, 2012[@bb5]). In support of this mechanism, in the structures of AA9s from *N. crassa* (*Nc*AA9_C and *Nc*AA9_M) dioxygen species (superoxide and peroxide) were modelled in elongated electron density by the axial position on the copper (Li *et al.*, 2012[@bb80]). Later, Kjaergaard *et al.* (2014[@bb73]) showed using a spectroscopic and computational study that the unique bidentate N-terminal ligand leads to a T-shaped copper(I) site and is advantageous in strong oxygen binding with minimal reorganization energy. Concurrently, an oxygen-rebound mechanism involving a copper(II)-oxyl species \[in equilibrium with copper(III)-OH\] was shown from calculations to be energetically more favourable (Kim *et al.*, 2014[@bb71]). A copper(III) species, although so far mostly proposed for small-molecule model complexes (Donoghue *et al.*, 2011[@bb30]; Dhar & Tolman, 2015[@bb27]), has been hypothesized for DβM (Kamachi *et al.*, 2005[@bb68]; Yoshizawa *et al.*, 2006[@bb119]; Itoh, 2006[@bb64]) and also speculated for LPMOs in Quinlan *et al.* (2011[@bb90]). Recently, it was suggested that the copper(II)-oxyl ↔ copper(III)-OH tautomerization described by Dhar & Tolman (2015[@bb27]) and Gagnon & Tolman (2015[@bb44]) could take place *via* proton abstraction from the LPMO amino-terminus \[H~2~N-copper(II)-O ↔ HN-copper(III)-OH\]. Interestingly, from a structural perspective, the *Ls*AA9_A--copper(II)--G3 (PDB entry [5acf](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5acf)) structure shows a hydrogen-bonding network linking the substrate to the amino-terminus (through a water molecule denoted as the 'pocket water'), thus supporting this notion. The *Ls*AA9_A--copper(II)--G3 structure in Frandsen *et al.* (2016[@bb40]) showed that the binding of a glucosyl unit at subsite +1 placed the C6 close to copper, displacing the axial ligand (Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and inducing a shortening of the Cu--Tyr distance. At the same time, the binding of a heavier chloride ligand at the equatorial position, which could be taken to mimic superoxide, was observed. This species was also clearly visualized by EPR spectroscopy, providing insights into the mode of action of LPMOs. This implies that the ability to coordinate/displace a water molecule in the axial position would be a prerequisite for function and is evidence against the binding of molecular dioxygen in the axial position, as proposed by Li *et al.* (2012[@bb80]). Displacement of the axial water when binding the substrate may occur regardless of regio­specifity, although experimental evidence for C1 oxidizers is lacking. In the C1 oxidizers *Tt*AA9_E and *Nc*AA9_F axial ligands to the copper are visible in some of the structures, although limitation of axial access has been proposed as a determinant of regiospecificity (Borisova *et al.*, 2015[@bb12]). The hydroxyl group of the tyrosine side chains proposed to block the axial water access could instead have a similar function to the 'pocket water' in *Ls*AA9_A (see Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *c*). In this respect, it is also interesting to note that in *Ao*AA13 the backbone carbonyl of a glycine is also spatially positioned similarly to the 'pocket water' of *Ls*AA9_A.

In conclusion, the exact mechanism and whether it is exactly preserved in all LPMOs is still uncertain, and several routes regarding the formation of the oxygen species have been proposed and recently reviewed (Beeson *et al.*, 2015[@bb6]; Walton & Davies, 2016[@bb110]).

4.. A final survey of available structures with a special focus on the last two years   {#sec4}
=======================================================================================

Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"} collects information on all LPMO structures determined to date, most of which have already been discussed in some detail in previous sections of this review. As well as their known specificity, the table attempts to collect information of interest to a crystallographer, including the active-site metal modelled and its occupancy, the resolution and the crystallization conditions. Structures are available for 25 individual LPMO family members, including nine AA9s, 14 AA10s, one AA11 and one AA13, with a total of 56 PDB entries. Of the nine individual AA9 members, seven have a copper-loaded structure, of which three are mainly in a copper(II) state, while of the 14 AA10 members nine are available as copper-loaded and two as copper(II), somewhat supporting the suggestion in Hemsworth, Taylor *et al.* (2013[@bb57]) that AA10s are easier to photoreduce. The single AA11 and AA13 LPMOs for which a structure is available have a photoreduced copper(I).

The highest resolution record goes to the 0.95 Å resolution structure of *Ef*AA10_A, which is unfortunately devoid of metal in the active site (Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.*, 2012[@bb102]). The next highest resolution is for *Nc*AA9_D (Li *et al.*, 2012[@bb80]) and *Nc*AA9_F (Tan *et al.*, 2015[@bb100]), both of which were determined at 1.10 Å resolution and with copper. It is remarkable, and almost certainly a consequence of the compactness of the structure, that only four of the deposited structures have a resolution worse than 2.00 Å and none have a resolution worse than 2.50 Å. This count includes the structures of fusolin, a spindle-forming virulence factor found in insect viruses, which deserves a special mention in a review aimed at crystallographers, because fusolin is in a crystalline state in its native form and because of the technical achievement in determining the structure from natural crystals (Chiu *et al.*, 2015[@bb20]). The spindles were harvested from infected insects and larvae and purified by centrifugation with a sucrose gradient. Tiny crystals (typically ∼3 µm in diameter) were subjected to synchrotron diffraction with a microbeam (5--20 µm) after mounting on micromeshes and data were merged from multiple crystals. Apart from the challenges of data collection, the structure was then solved by *ab initio* molecular replacement in *PHENIX* (*Rosetta_MR*; Terwilliger *et al.*, 2012[@bb101]) with the structure of *Sm*AA10_A as a template, with which it shares only 14% sequence identity. Mature fusolin has a His brace and metal-binding site typical of the AA10 family, but uniquely among LPMOs forms a domain-swapped dimer through a C-terminal extension (Fig. 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *d*). The structure presents a 'typical' flat LPMO surface with both polar residues and notably also Trp residues which could participate in chitin binding. However, bidentate coordination from the carboxylic side chain of a Glu from a symmetry-related molecule replaces the waters commonly found as ligands in this position in nonphotoreduced AA10s, and the glutamate side chain occludes the active site. Normally this would be regarded as an 'accident' of crystallization, but as this is a natural form of the protein the authors suggested that this is in fact a way in which fusolin is regulated; the LPMO is inactive in the crystalline spindle, but as it is released the active site becomes accessible and it can promote the degradation of chitin-rich matrices and thus promote infectivity. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that mutants of fusolin where the His brace is disrupted lose their biological function, but to our knowledge LPMO activity has not yet been demonstrated.

Very recently, the structure of the smallest LPMO domain structurally characterized to date, that of *Jonesia denitrificans* AA10_A, was determined (Mekasha *et al.*, 2016[@bb85]). This LPMO domain is part of a modular natural protein, but the domain in isolation, which is only 15.5 kDa in mass (142 amino-acid residues), is capable of C1 oxidation of both α-chitin and β-chitin. In Figs. 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(*a*) and 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}(*b*), the structures of *Sm*AA10_A and *Jd*AA10_A are shown side by side to highlight the structural elements that are dispensable for substrate binding and catalysis. It is remarkable that such a small polypeptide is able to catalyze the oxidation of a glycosidic bond, and as such it presently represents the minimal structural requirements for a functional LPMO.

5.. Perspectives, challenges and final remarks   {#sec5}
================================================

One question that will strike most structural biologists is why, if the His-brace motif is so simple, is it restricted to the same three-dimensional architecture? In other words, it seems reasonable to expect that we will eventually find LPMOs which are not structurally related overall to known LPMOs, but have the His brace and a similar mechanism. Structural motifs similar to the His brace have already been noted (Phillips *et al.*, 2011[@bb88]), in particulate methane monooxygenase (Smith *et al.*, 2011[@bb94]) and the bacterial copper resistance protein CopC (Zhang *et al.*, 2006[@bb121]). In either case, the relationship to the LPMO mechanism is not fully understood.

This review focuses primarily on the catalytic domains of LPMOs, but LPMOs are frequently modular enzymes with an AA domain at the N-terminus (this is important, since the N-terminus is one of the Cu ligands) and additional domains, which are often CBMs. AA9 LPMOs are associated with the typically cellulose-binding CBM1 in about a third of occurrences (Book *et al.*, 2014[@bb10]; Lo Leggio *et al.*, 2012[@bb82]). AA10 enzymes are also often associated with cellulose-binding CBM2 or CBM3 or chitin-binding CBM5 or CBM12, cumulatively in about a third of instances (Book *et al.*, 2014[@bb10]). AA13 enzymes owe their identification largely to the association with CBM20, a typical starch-binding CBM (Lo Leggio *et al.*, 2015[@bb81]; Vu, Beeson, Phillips *et al.*, 2014[@bb107]). Recently, the characterization of a module of unknown function associated with an LPMO from *C. japonicus* defined a new family of chitin-binding CBMs, CBM73 (Forsberg *et al.*, 2016[@bb37]). Removal of the CBM5 and CBM73 chitin-binding modules from full-length *Cj*AA10_A caused reduced LPMO activity on α-chitin (Forsberg *et al.*, 2016[@bb37]). The importance of CBMs for LPMO function was also underlined by a very recent study in which CBMs were deleted, appended or substituted in LPMOs (Crouch *et al.*, 2016[@bb24]).

With the determination of the first crystalline complex (Frandsen *et al.*, 2016[@bb40]), and of course building on a large body of biochemical, spectroscopic and structural knowledge contributed by many groups, the initial steps in the mechanism concurrent with and just after binding have been now de­lineated in detail, for one member of the LPMO family at least! However, a lot of work remains to perform in characterizing the next stages of the reaction to understand exactly the basis for substrate specificity, the oxygen activation by the His brace, the mechanisms of electron delivery and the release of products. In particular the α-1,4-glucan-active AA13 family remains extremely enigmatic: very little is known other than the products generated by a couple of enzymes and a single enzyme structure (Lo Leggio *et al.*, 2015[@bb81]) which is too different from the AA9 family to easily extend the recently obtained substrate interaction results to it.

Despite the fact that there are many high-resolution structures, there is no ultrahigh-resolution structure of a catalytically competent LMPO which could be used to unambiguously identify H atoms, yet to investigate the catalytic chemistry in detail small-molecule accuracy would be highly desirable. Photoreduction is likely to be problematic, owing to the high doses that will necessarily be involved, so a serial crystallo­graphy approach may be beneficial (Stellato *et al.*, 2014[@bb98]). Recently, good-resolution (2.1 Å) neutron diffraction data have been collected from a *Jd*AA10_A enzyme crystal (Bacik *et al.*, 2015[@bb3]), which may provide the first high-quality, room-temperature structure of a completely nonphotoreduced LPMO and additional information on hydrogen positions. Full elucidation of the catalytic mechanism and specificity in detail will necessitate further crystallographic studies with later reaction intermediates and soluble ligands. However, since many LPMOs naturally attack insoluble substrates, a full picture will be only obtained by the additional use of other techniques, such as NMR spectroscopy (Aachmann *et al.*, 2012[@bb1]; Courtade *et al.*, 2016[@bb21]) and atomic force microscopy (Eibinger *et al.*, 2014[@bb31]). Transient interactions with natural electron donors may also turn out to be more amenable to NMR spectroscopy (Courtade *et al.*, 2016[@bb21]) than crystallography, unless the complexes can be stabilized.

In many organisms, there is a tremendous redundancy of LMPOs, in particular in the fungal family AA9. It has been estimated that plant cell wall-degrading fungi have an average of ten AA9 genes (Busk & Lange, 2015[@bb15]), with some having rather more extreme numbers. We can expect that for AA9 in particular we have as yet to see the full functional and structural diversity, and crystallography will continue to play an important role in this journey of discovery. We have already seen that although initially all LPMOs seemed to be crystalline polysaccharide degraders with flat binding surfaces, we now know that they also can degrade soluble hemicelluloses with a β-1,4-glucan backbone, as does *Nc*AA9_C (Agger *et al.*, 2014[@bb2]), and there are indications, although no structural characterization, that some members of the family may degrade xylan, alone or when bound to cellulose (Frommhagen *et al.*, 2015[@bb42]; Kim *et al.*, 2016[@bb72]). Unusual members of the LPMO family with a missing His brace owing to an N-terminal Arg have been noted in *Phanerochaete chrysosporium* and *Heterobasidion irregulare* (Yakovlev *et al.*, 2012[@bb117]; Wu *et al.*, 2013[@bb116]). Recently, there has even been a suggestion that AA11 may play an important role in keratin degradation, although this is not likely to be by attacking keratin itself (Lange *et al.*, 2016[@bb77]).

Aside from the structural questions, there are number of more biological questions about LPMOs, for example their role in the global carbon cycle and their regulation and role in the regulation of biomass degradation in nature, as well as the exciting prospect of fine-tuning them as tools to turn our garbage into convenient energy. Clearly, a fundamental understanding of the reaction has a role to play here, as suggested by a recent report of light activation of LPMOs using photosynthetic pigments such as chlorophyll (Cannella *et al.*, 2016[@bb16]), with a staggering effect on their activity.

*Note added in proof.* An additional structure of *Ba*AA10_A has been deposited in the PDB (PDB entry [5iju](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5iju)) after Gregory *et al.* (2016[@bb123]).
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![Enzymatic strategies for cleavage of glycosidic linkages. Glycoside hydrolysis of maltose by a retaining (*a*) or inverting (*b*) mechanism, polygalacturonan degradation by a polysaccharide lyase (*c*) and oxidative cleavage of cellooligosaccharides/cellulose by LPMOs (*d*).](m-03-00448-fig1){#fig1}

![Overall view of selected AA10 structures and the closest non-LPMO structural relative. The structurally common central β-cores are coloured yellow, while distinct structural elements are coloured differently for each structure. (*a*) *Sm*AA10_A with the ('budded') helical insert in cyan and elements differing compared with *Jd*AA10_A indicated in red. (*b*) *Jd*AA10_A with the helical insert in blue. (*c*) The closest non-LPMO structural homologue (the MG2 domain of human α~2~-­macroglobulin; PDB entry [2p9r](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2p9r)) with a small helical segment in green. (*d*) Fusolin (*Melolontha melolontha entomopoxvirus*; PDB entry [4ow5](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4ow5)) with a number of helical segments in magenta.](m-03-00448-fig2){#fig2}

![The copper-binding site in LPMOs. (*a*) The copper(II)-binding site (PDB entry [4alc](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4alc)) and (*b*) the photoreduced copper(I)-binding site (PDB entry [4alt](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4alt)) of *Ef*AA10_A. (*c*) The copper(II)-binding site (PDB entry [5acg](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5acg)) and (*d*) the partially photoreduced copper(II)/(I)-binding site (PDB entry [5ach](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5ach)) of *Ls*AA9_A. The copper spheres are in cyan to indicate copper(II) and in a copper colour to indicate copper(I). All electron-density maps (2*F* ~o~ − *F* ~c~) are contoured at the 1.5σ level. (*e*) Superposition of all structurally characterized copper-loaded LPMOs. AA9 members (PDB entries [4eir](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4eir), [4qi8](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4qi8), [4eis](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4eis), [4d7u](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4d7u), [4b5q](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4b5q), [3zud](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=3zud) and [5ach](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5ach)) are shown in green, AA10 members (PDB entries [5fjq](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5fjq), [4alt](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4alt), [5aa7](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5aa7), [4oy6](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4oy6), [4oy7](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4oy7), [5ftz](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5ftz), [4gbo](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4gbo) and [4x27](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4x27)) in yellow, *Ao*AA11 (PDB entry [4mai](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4mai)) in cyan and *Ao*AA13 (PDB entry [4opb](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4opb)) in magenta. See Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"} for the protein names of the AA9 and AA10 members.](m-03-00448-fig3){#fig3}

![Substrate binding by *Ls*AA9_A. (*a*) Top and side view of G6 binding in *Ls*AA9_A (PDB entry [5aci](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5aci)): *Ls*AA9_A is shown in grey with the loops L2, L3, LS and LC coloured yellow, green, red and blue, respectively. The cellohexaose substrate, the His brace and selected substrate-interacting residues are shown as sticks. Residues are coloured in accordance with the structural elements to which they belong. (*b*) Comparison of glycoside units binding at the −2/+1 subsite in *Ls*AA9_A (bottom; PDB entry [5acf](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5acf)) and the Michaelis--Menten complex of endoglucanase Cel5A from *Bacillus agaradhaerens* with 2′,4′-dinitrophenyl-2-deoxy-2-fluoro-β-[d]{.smallcaps}-cellobioside (PDB entry [4a3h](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4a3h); Davies *et al.*, 1998[@bb25]). (*c*) Comparison of the active sites of *Ls*AA9_A (with protein in green and waters in red; PDB entry [5acg](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5acg)) and *Tt*AA9_E (PDB entry [3eii](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=3eii); chain *B*; all in grey). The glucosyl unit in subsite +1 of *Ls*AA9_A--copper(II)--G3 (PDB entry [5acf](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5acf)) is superimposed and shown in yellow.](m-03-00448-fig4){#fig4}

![Features of the substrate-binding surfaces of LPMOs. (*a*) Surface of *Ta*AA9_A (PDB entry [3zud](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=3zud)) with tyrosines at the substrate-binding surface coloured yellow. (*b*) Surface of *Ls*AA9_A (PDB entry [5aci](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5aci)) with Tyr203 in yellow and the L3 loop in green, with His66 and Asn67 in stick representation. (*c*) Surface of *Ao*AA13 with a groove spanning the active site. In all cases the N-terminal histidine (His1) of the histidine brace is shown in stick representation and coloured cyan and the coppers are shown as spheres.](m-03-00448-fig5){#fig5}

###### X-ray crystal structures of LPMOs

The key to the footnote markers is given at the end of the table.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       Crystallization and diffraction data                           Active site                                                                                                       Specificity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  ------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------ ----- -------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------- ------ ------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------
  AA9    *Lentinus similis*                                                     *Ls*AA9_A                                                     [5acf](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5acf)   1     19.2 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.5                 3.6 *M* NaCl, 0.1 *M* citric acid pH 4.0 (pH 5.5)                                                                 *P*4~1~32         1.80   Copper(II)                                  MeHis1, His78, Tyr164   PASC, cellooligosaccharides                                      C4                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* copper(II) acetate. Cellotriose bound in the active site. Exogenous ligand (Cl^−^) mimicking superoxide.                                                                                  Frandsen *et al.* (2016[@bb40])
  AA9    *Lentinus similis*                                                     *Ls*AA9_A                                                     [5acg](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5acg)   1     19.2 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.5                 3.9 *M* NaCl, 0.1 *M* citric acid pH 4.0 (pH 5.5)                                                                 *P*4~1~32         1.91   Copper(II)                                  MeHis1, His78, Tyr164   PASC, cellooligosaccharides                                      C4                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* copper(II) acetate.                                                                                                                                                                       Frandsen *et al.* (2016[@bb40])
  AA9    *Lentinus similis*                                                     *Ls*AA9_A                                                     [5ach](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5ach)   1     8.5 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.5                  3.0 *M* NaCl, 0.1 *M* citric acid pH 3.5 (pH 5.5)                                                                 *P*4~1~32         1.28   Copper(II)/copper(I) 0.9                    MeHis1, His78, Tyr164   PASC, cellooligosaccharides                                      C4                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* copper(II) acetate.                                                                                                                                                                       Frandsen *et al.* (2016[@bb40])
  AA9    *Lentinus similis*                                                     *Ls*AA9_A                                                     [5aci](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5aci)   1     19.2 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.5                 3.6 *M* NaCl, 0.1 *M* citric acid pH 4.0 (pH 5.5)                                                                 *P*4~1~32         1.75   Copper(II)/copper(I)                        MeHis1, His78, Tyr164   PASC, cellooligosaccharides                                      C4                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* copper(II) acetate. Cellohexaose bound in the active site.                                                                                                                                Frandsen *et al.* (2016[@bb40])
  AA9    *Lentinus similis*                                                     *Ls*AA9_A                                                     [5acj](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5acj)   1     19.2 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.5                 3.0 *M* NaCl, 0.1 *M* citric acid pH 3.5 (pH 5.5)                                                                 *P*4~1~32         1.70   Copper(I)                                   MeHis1, His78, Tyr164   PASC, cellooligosaccharides                                      C4                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* copper(II) acetate. Cellotriose bound in the active site.                                                                                                                                 Frandsen *et al.* (2016[@bb40])
  AA9    *Neurospora crassa*                                                    *Nc*AA9_D, *Nc*LPMO9D, PMO-2, NCU01050, GH61-4                [4eir](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4eir)   2     0.15 *M* NaCl, 0.010 *M* Tris pH 8.5                           PEG 3350 (pH 6.7)                                                                                                 *P*2~1~           1.10   Copper(II)/copper(I)                        MeHis1, His84, Tyr168   PASC                                                             C4                     Proposed O~2~ molecule near active-site axial position.                                                                                                                                                            Li *et al.* (2012[@bb80]), Phillips *et al.* (2011[@bb88])
  AA9    *Neurospora crassa*                                                    *Nc*AA9_F, *Nc*LPMO9F, PMO-03328, NCU03328, GH61-6            [4qi8](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4qi8)   2     ---                                                            0.2 *M* NH~4~NO~3~, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 3350 pH 7.0                                                                  *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.10   Copper(II)                                  His1, His72, Tyr157     PASC                                                             C1                     Regiospecificity in Vu, Beeson, Phillips *et al.* (2014[@bb107]).                                                                                                                                                  Tan *et al.* (2015[@bb100]), Phillips *et al.* (2011[@bb88])
  AA9    *Neurospora crassa*                                                    *Nc*AA9_M, *Nc*LPMO9M, *Nc*PMO-3, PMO-3, NCU07898, GH61-13    [4eis](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4eis)   2     104 mg ml^−1^, 0.010 *M* Tris pH 8.5                           0.1 *M* NaCl, 0.010 *M* Tris pH 8.5                                                                               *P*2~1~           1.37   Copper(I)                                   MeHis1, His82, Tyr171   PASC                                                             C1/C4                  Proposed peroxide ion near active site. Tyr24 oxidation.                                                                                                                                                           Li *et al.* (2012[@bb80]), Phillips *et al.* (2011[@bb88])
  AA9    *Neurospora crassa*                                                    *Nc*AA9_C, *Nc*LPMO9C, NCU02916, PMO-02916, GH61-3            [4d7u](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4d7u)   2     1.4 mg ml^−1^                                                  0.2 *M* NH~4~ citrate, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 3350 pH 5.1                                                               *P*2~1~           1.56   Copper(I)                                   His1, His83, Tyr166     PASC, cellooligosaccharides, xyloglucan, glucomannan, β-glucan   C4                     ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Borisova *et al.* (2015[@bb12])
  AA9    *Neurospora crassa*                                                    *Nc*AA9_C, *Nc*LPMO9C, NCU02916, PMO-02916, GH61-3            [4d7v](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4d7v)   2     1.4 mg ml^−1^                                                  0.2 *M* zinc(II) acetate, 17.5/20.0%(*w*/*v*) PEG 3350 pH 8.0                                                     *P*2~1~           1.90   Zinc(II)                                    His1, His83, Tyr166     PASC, cellooligosaccharides, xyloglucan, glucomannan, β-glucan   C4                     ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Borisova *et al.* (2015[@bb12])
  AA9    *Phanerochaete chrysosporium*                                          *Pc*AA9_D, *Pc*LPMO9D, *Pc*GH61D, GH61D                       [4b5q](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4b5q)   2     12 mg ml^−1^, 0.01 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.0                   2.1 *M* malic acid (racemic) pH 7.0                                                                               *C*2              1.75   Copper(I)                                   His1, His76, Tyr160     PASC, Avicel                                                     C1                     ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Wu *et al.* (2013[@bb116])
  AA9    *Thermoascus aurantiacus*                                              *Ta*AA9_A, *Ta*AA9A, *Ta*GH61, *Ta*GH61A, *Ta*LPMO9A          [3zud](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=3zud)   1     15 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.5                   0.2 *M* NaCl, 0.1 *M* HEPES pH 7.5, 25%(*w*/*v*) PEG 3350                                                         *P*2~1~           1.25   Copper(II)/copper(I); *A*, 0.6; *B*, 0.15   MeHis1, His86, Tyr175   PASC, PCS                                                        C1/C4                  Crystal soaked in 10 m*M* copper(II) nitrate.                                                                                                                                                                      Quinlan *et al.* (2011[@bb90])
  AA9    *Thermoascus aurantiacus*                                              *Ta*AA9_A, *Ta*AA9A, *Ta*GH61, *Ta*GH61A, *Ta*LPMO9A          [2yet](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2yet)   2     15 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.5                   0.2 *M* NaCl, 0.1 *M* HEPES pH 8.0, 25%(*w*/*v*) PEG 3350                                                         *P*2~1~           1.50   Copper 0.2                                  MeHis1, His86, Tyr175   PASC, PCS                                                        C1/C4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Quinlan *et al.* (2011[@bb90])
  AA9    *Thielavia terrestris*                                                 *Tt*AA9_E, *Tt*GH61E, GH61E, 131562                           [3eii](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=3eii)   4     3.1 mg ml^−1^ (pH 7.6--5.0)                                    1.6 *M* MgSO~4~, 0.1 *M* MES pH 6.5                                                                               *F*23             2.25   Zinc(II)                                    His1, His68, Tyr153     PASC, Avicel                                                     C1                     Crystal soaked in 1.8 *M* ZnSO~4~, cacodylate pH 6.5. Regiospecificity inferred from Cannella *et al.* (2016[@bb16]).                                                                                              Harris *et al.* (2010[@bb50])
  AA9    *Thielavia terrestris*                                                 *Tt*AA9_E, TtGH61E, GH61E, 131562                             [3eja](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=3eja)   4     3.1 mg ml^−1^ (pH 7.6--5.0)                                    1.6 *M* MgSO~4~, 0.1 *M* MES pH 6.5                                                                               *F*23             1.90   Magnesium(II)                               His1, His68, Tyr153     PASC, Avicel                                                     C1                     ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Harris *et al.* (2010[@bb50])
  AA9    *Trichoderma reesei*                                                   *Hj*AA9_B, *Hj*GH61B, GH61B, Cel61B, EG7, *Tr*AA9_B           [2vtc](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2vtc)   2     2.2 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium phosphate pH 6.8                15--20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 2000, 0.1 *M* Tris pH 8.4, 0.010 *M* NiCl~2~                                                 *P*6~5~           1.60   Nickel(II)                                  His1, His89, Tyr176     Cellulose                                                        N/D                    ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Karkehabadi *et al.* (2008[@bb69])
  AA10   *Bacillus amyloliquefaciens*                                           *Ba*AA10_A, *Ba*CBM33, ChbB, Rbam17540                        [2yow](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2yow)   2     7.0 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.0, 0.25 *M* NaCl   0.1 *M* MMT pH 4.0, 25%(*w*/*v*) PEG 1500                                                                         *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.80   ---                                         His28, His125, Phe196   N/D                                                              N/D                    Likely to be active on chitin.                                                                                                                                                                                     Hemsworth, Davies *et al.* (2013[@bb54])
  AA10   *Bacillus amyloliquefaciens*                                           *Ba*AA10_A, *Ba*CBM33, ChbB, Rbam17540                        [2yox](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2yox)   2     7.0 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.0, 0.25 *M* NaCl   0.1 *M* MMT pH 4.0, 25%(*w*/*v*) PEG 1500                                                                         *P*2~1~           1.90   Copper(I)                                   His28, His125, Phe196   N/D                                                              N/D                    1 m*M* copper(II) nitrate added to sample.                                                                                                                                                                         Hemsworth, Davies *et al.* (2013[@bb54])
  AA10   *Bacillus amyloliquefaciens*                                           *Ba*AA10_A, *Ba*CBM33, ChbB, Rbam17540                        [2yoy](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2yoy)   2     7.0 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.0, 0.25 *M* NaCl   0.1 *M* MMT pH 4.0, 25%(*w*/*v*) PEG 1500                                                                         *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.70   Copper(I)                                   His28, His125, Phe196   N/D                                                              N/D                    ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Hemsworth, Davies *et al.* (2013[@bb54])
  AA10   *Burkholderia pseudomallei*                                            *Bp*AA10_A                                                    [3uam](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=3uam)   6     21 mg ml^−1^                                                   0.1 *M* bis-tris propane pH 6.77, 0.2 *M* NaNO~3~, 20.54%(*w*/*v*) PEG 3500                                       *P*1              2.00   ---                                         His19, His122, Phe205   N/D                                                              N/D                    Mentioned in Book *et al.* (2014[@bb10]).                                                                                                                                                                          To be published
  AA10   *Cellvibrio japonicus*                                                 *Cj*AA10_A *Cj*LPMO10A, CJA_2191, Cbp33A, Lpmo10A             [5fjq](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5fjq)   3     9 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                              0.1 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.2, 22%(*w*/*v*) PEG 4000                                                              *C*2              1.85   Copper(I) \[copper(II) in chain *B*\]       His37, His136, Phe205   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     Copper(II)-saturated sample.                                                                                                                                                                                       Forsberg *et al.* (2016[@bb37])
  AA10   *Enterococcus faecalis*                                                *Ef*AA10_A, *Ef*CBM33A, EfaCBM33, EF0362                      [4a02](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4a02)   1     25 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                             1.0 *M* K/Na tartrate, 0.1 *M* imidazole pH 8.0, 0.2 *M* NaCl                                                     *P*3~2~           0.95   ---                                         His29, His114, Phe185   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Vaaje-Kolstad *et al.* (2012[@bb102])
  AA10   *Enterococcus faecalis*                                                *Ef*AA10_A, *Ef*CBM33A, EfaCBM33, EF0362                      [4alc](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4alc)   1     25 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                             0.1 *M* HEPES pH 7.5, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 8000                                                                       *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.49   Copper(II)                                  His29, His114, Phe185   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* CuSO~4~.                                                                                                                                                                                  Gudmundsson (*et al.*, 2014[@bb48])
  AA10   *Enterococcus faecalis*                                                *Ef*AA10_A, *Ef*CBM33A, EfaCBM33, EF0362                      [4ale](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4ale)   1     25 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                             0.1 *M* HEPES pH 7.5, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 8000                                                                       *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.48   Copper(II)/copper(I)                        His29, His114, Phe185   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* CuSO~4~.                                                                                                                                                                                  Gudmundsson (*et al.*, 2014[@bb48])
  AA10   *Enterococcus faecalis*                                                *Ef*AA10_A, *Ef*CBM33A, EfaCBM33, EF0362                      [4alq](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4alq)   1     25 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                             0.1 *M* HEPES pH 7.5, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 8000                                                                       *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.48   Copper(II)/copper(I)                        His29, His114, Phe185   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* CuSO~4~.                                                                                                                                                                                  Gudmundsson (*et al.*, 2014[@bb48])
  AA10   *Enterococcus faecalis*                                                *Ef*AA10_A, *Ef*CBM33A, EfaCBM33, EF0362                      [4alr](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4alr)   1     25 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                             0.1 *M* HEPES pH 7.5, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 8000                                                                       *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.49   Copper(II)/copper(I)                        His29, His114, Phe185   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* CuSO~4~.                                                                                                                                                                                  Gudmundsson (*et al.*, 2014[@bb48])
  AA10   *Enterococcus faecalis*                                                *Ef*AA10_A, *Ef*CBM33A, EfaCBM33, EF0362                      [4als](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4als)   1     25 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                             0.1 *M* HEPES pH 7.5, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 8000                                                                       *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.47   Copper(II)/copper(I)                        His29, His114, Phe185   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* CuSO~4~.                                                                                                                                                                                  Gudmundsson (*et al.*, 2014[@bb48])
  AA10   *Enterococcus faecalis*                                                *Ef*AA10_A, *Ef*CBM33A, EfaCBM33, EF0362                      [4alt](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4alt)   1     25 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                             0.1 *M* HEPES pH 7.5, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 8000                                                                       *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.49   Copper(I)                                   His29, His114, Phe185   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     Preincubated with 1 m*M* CuSO~4~.                                                                                                                                                                                  Gudmundsson (*et al.*, 2014[@bb48])
  AA10   *Jonesia denitrificans*                                                *Jd*AA10_A, *Jd*LPMO10A, Jden_1381                            [5aa7](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5aa7)   2     20 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                             1.9 *M* [DL]{.smallcaps}-malic acid pH 7                                                                          *P*2~1~2~1~2~1~   1.55   Copper(I)                                   His32, His109, Phe164   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Mekasha *et al.* (2016[@bb85])
  AA10   *Serratia marcescens*                                                  *Sm*AA10_A, *Sm*LPMO10A, CBP21, Cbp21, Cbp                    [2bem](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2bem)   3     20 mg ml^−1^, 0.05 *M* Tris pH 8.0                             1.26 *M* (NH~4~)~2~SO~4~, 0.1 *M* HEPES pH 7.5                                                                    *P*2~1~2~1~2      1.55   Na^2+^                                      His28, His114, Phe187   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     Chain *A* and *B* have no active-site metal.                                                                                                                                                                       Vaaje-Kolstad, Houston *et al.*, 2005[@bb105])
  AA10   *Serratia marcescens*                                                  *Sm*AA10_A, SmLPMO10A, CBP21, Cbp21, Cbp                      [2ben](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2ben)   2     17.5 mg ml^−1^, 0.05 *M* Tris pH 8.0                           20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 8000, 0.1 *M* CHAPS, 0.2 *M* NaCl                                                                *P*3~2~21         1.80   ---                                         His28, His114, Phe187   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     Y54A mutant.                                                                                                                                                                                                       Vaaje-Kolstad, Houston *et al.* (2005[@bb105])
  AA10   *Serratia marcescens*                                                  *Sm*AA10_A, *Sm*LPMO10A, CBP21, Cbp21, Cbp                    [2lhs](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2lhs)   ---   0.8--1.2 m*M*, 0.02 *M* K~3~PO~4~, 0.01 *M* NaCl               pH 5.5                                                                                                            ---               ---    ---                                         His28, His114, Phe187   α-Chitin, β-chitin                                               C1                     NMR structure.                                                                                                                                                                                                     Aachmann *et al.* (2012[@bb1])
  AA10   *Streptomyces coelicolor*                                              *Sc*AA10_B, *Sc*LPMO10B, SCO0643, SCF91.03c                   [4oy6](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4oy6)   1     10.3 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                           0.2 *M* zinc acetate, 0.1 *M* sodium cacodylate pH 6.5, 9%(*v*/*v*) 2-propanol                                    *P*3~1~21         1.29   Copper(II)/copper(I) 0.95                   His43, His150, Tyr219   PASC, Avicel, β-chitin                                           C1/C4 (C1 on chitin)   Soaked in 1--20 m*M* CuCl~2~ (zinc acetate reduced to 0.1 *M*).                                                                                                                                                    Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.* (2014[@bb36])
  AA10   *Streptomyces coelicolor*                                              *Sc*AA10_B, *Sc*LPMO10B, SCO0643, SCF91.03c                   [4oy8](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4oy8)   1     10.3 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                           0.2 *M* zinc acetate, 0.1 *M* sodium cacodylate pH 6.5, 9%(*v*/*v*) 2-propanol                                    *P*3~1~21         1.40   Zinc(II) 0.8                                His43, His150, Tyr219   PASC, Avicel, β-chitin                                           C1/C4 (C1 on chitin)   ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.* (2014[@bb36])
  AA10   *Streptomyces coelicolor*                                              *Sc*AA10_C, *Sc*LPMO10C, LPMO10C, CelS2, SCO1188, SCG11A.19   [4oy7](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4oy7)   8     9.2 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 8.0                            9%(*w*/*v*) PEG 10 000, 0.1 *M* sodium citrate, 0.1 *M* calcium acetate, 5%(*v*/*v*) glycerol                     *P*2~1~2~1~2~1~   1.50   Copper(II)/copper(I) 0.5                    His35, His144, Phe219   PASC, Avicel                                                     C1                     ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.* (2014[@bb36])
  AA10   *Streptomyces lividans*                                                *Sl*AA10_E, SliLPMO10E, SLI_3182                              [5ftz](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=5ftz)   1     15 mg ml^−1^, 0.01 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.0, 0.15 *M* NaCl    0.1 *M* sodium acetate pH 4.6, 25%(*w*/*v*) PEG 4000                                                              *C*2              1.38   Copper(I) 0.8                               His30, His120, Phe193   β-Chitin                                                         C1/(C4)                Definite C1 oxidation Indications of C4 oxidation.                                                                                                                                                                 Chaplin *et al.* (2016[@bb18])
  AA10   *Thermobifida fusca*                                                   *Tf*AA10_A, *Tf*LPMO10A, E7, Tfu_1268                         [4gbo](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4gbo)   2     ---                                                            0.1 *M* HEPES pH 7.5, 4.3 *M* NaCl                                                                                *P*3~2~21         2.00   Copper(I) 0.5                               His37, His144, Tyr213   PASC, Avicel, β-chitin                                           C1/C4 (C1 on chitin)   Regiospecificity in Forsberg, Mackenzie *et al.* (2014[@bb36]).                                                                                                                                                    To be published
  AA10   *Vibrio cholerae*                                                      *Vc*AA10_B, VCA0811, *Vc*GbpA, GbpA                           [2xwx](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=2xwx)   2     2 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* Tris pH 7.5                              0.2 *M* Mg(HCO~3~)~2~, 50%(*w*/*v*) PEG 3350, 3.33%(*w*/*v*) [D]{.smallcaps}-sorbitol pH 7.5                      *P*2~1~           1.80   ---                                         His24, His121, Phe193   N/D                                                              N/D                    ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Wong *et al.* (2012[@bb115])
  AA10   *Anomala cuprea entomopoxvirus*                                        Fusolin (ACV034)                                              [4yn1](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4yn1)   1     ---                                                            *In vivo* crystallization (pH 7.0)                                                                                *P*4~1~2~1~2      1.90   ---                                         His1, His142, Phe225    N/D                                                              N/D                    Intracellular fusolin microcrystals from EPV-infected larvae of *A. cuprea* moths.                                                                                                                                 Chiu *et al.* (2015[@bb20])
  AA10   Unidentified entomopoxvirus                                            Fusolin (partial)                                             [4yn2](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4yn2)   1     ---                                                            *In vivo* crystallization (pH 7.0)                                                                                *P*4~1~2~1~2      2.02   Zinc(II)                                    His1, His222            N/D                                                              N/D                    Intracellular fusolin microcrystals from EPV-infected larvae of *Wiseana* spp. moths.                                                                                                                              Chiu *et al.* (2015[@bb20])
  AA10   Unidentified entomopoxvirus (*Melolontha melolontha entomopoxvirus*)   Fusolin                                                       [4ow5](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4ow5)   1     ---                                                            *In vivo* crystallization                                                                                         *P*4~1~2~1~2      1.90   (H~2~O)                                     His1, His142, Phe225    N/D                                                              N/D                    Active-site water molecule may be a low-occupied metal ion. Chitin-binding domain. Mutations: G25D, H192N, I351N, I352H, Q353T, D354G.                                                                             Chiu *et al.* (2015[@bb20])
  AA10   Unidentified entomopoxvirus (*Melolontha melolontha entomopoxvirus*)   Fusolin                                                       [4x27](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4x27)   1     ---                                                            *In vivo* crystallization                                                                                         *P*4~1~2~1~2      2.40   Copper(II) 0.79                             His1, His142, Phe225    N/D                                                              N/D                    Soaked with CuSO~4~.                                                                                                                                                                                               Chiu *et al.* (2015[@bb20])
  AA10   Unidentified entomopoxvirus (*Melolontha melolontha entomopoxvirus*)   Fusolin                                                       [4x29](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4x29)   1     ---                                                            *In vivo* crystallization                                                                                         *P*4~1~2~1~2      2.41   Zinc(II)                                    His1, His142, Phe225    N/D                                                              N/D                    Soaked with ZnSO~4~.                                                                                                                                                                                               Chiu *et al.* (2015[@bb20])
  AA11   *Aspergillus oryzae*                                                   *Ao*AA11 *Ao*(LPMO11) (AO090102000501)                        [4mah](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4mah)   1     25 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.0                   0.01 *M* ZnCl~2~, 0.1 *M* MES pH 6.0, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 6000                                                       *P*2~1~2~1~2~1~   1.55   Zinc(II)                                    His1, His60, Tyr140     β-Chitin                                                         C1                     ---                                                                                                                                                                                                                Hemsworth *et al.* (2014[@bb55])
  AA11   *Aspergillus oryzae*                                                   *Ao*AA11 *Ao*(LPMO11) (AO090102000501)                        [4mai](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4mai)   1     25 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* sodium acetate pH 5.0                   0.01 *M* ZnCl~2~, 0.1 *M* MES pH 6.0, 20%(*w*/*v*) PEG 6000                                                       *P*2~1~2~1~2~1~   1.40   Copper(I)                                   His1, His60, Tyr140     β-Chitin                                                         C1                     Soaked in 2 m*M* CuCl~2~.                                                                                                                                                                                          Hemsworth *et al.* (2014[@bb55])
  AA13   *Aspergillus oryzae*                                                   *Ao*AA13 (AO090701000246) (AOR_1\_454114)                     [4opb](http://scripts.iucr.org/cgi-bin/cr.cgi?rm=pdb&pdbId=4opb)   1     3 mg ml^−1^, 0.02 *M* MES pH 6.0, 0.125 *M* NaCl               0.14 *M* CaCl~2~, 0.07 *M* sodium acetate pH 4.6, 14%(*v*/*v*) 2-propanol, 30%(*v*/*v*) glycerol (+ seed stock)   *P*2~1~2~1~2~1~   1.55   Copper(I)                                   MeHis1, His91, Tyr224   N/D (starch)                                                     N/D (C1)               Enzymes with 70--72% sequence identity \[*An*AA13 in Lo Leggio *et al.* (2015[@bb81]) and*Nc*AA13 in Vu, Beeson, Phillips *et al.* (2014[@bb107])\] release C1-oxidized products from starch-related substrates.   Lo Leggio *et al.* (2015[@bb81])

Number of molecules in the asymmetric unit.

The criteria for assigning a copper(II) or copper(I) state were informed by structures where both states have been characterized (Gudmundsson *et al.*, 2014[@bb48]). The electron density of the equatorial exogenous ligand to the copper (from weighted 2*F* ~obs~ − *F* ~calc~) should be more than 2σ with more than 0.5 occupancy and a distance to the copper of less than 2.4 Å, with similar criteria applying to the exogenous axial ligand, although with a distance of 2.8 Å. In structures where a distorted geometry is observed because of significant steric effects (most AA10 members), structures with a single exogenous ligand within 2.5 Å distance are taken as copper(II). The occupancy of the metal is 1.00 if no other value is indicated. If there is significant metal-site disorder with characteristics that could fit both states, the site is described as copper(II)/copper(I). When the copper occupancy was lower than 0.5, no oxidation state was assigned.
